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The N4: the modular game changer
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refuse collection

Clean-line
RCV design
The new Norba N4 rear-loader from Geesinknorba
is going into service all over the country this
summer, offering fleet operators improved
efficiency, a reduced environmental footprint, and
an all-round more effective and easier-to-operate
refuse collection vehicle. LAPV reports.
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ne of the first deliveries of the new Norba N4 was to Select
Environmental Services, an independent waste management
business based in Reading, Berkshire. The company needed a
new vehicle to manage commercial waste and recycling collections in
and around Reading, and the N4 fit the bill perfectly. Designed with
busy urban collections in mind, this is a lighter, more manoeuvrable
vehicle that combines an increased payload and improved weight
distribution with lower fuel usage and an enhanced environmental
profile.
Select Environmental Services provides an efficient, recycling-led
waste management service to commercial, healthcare, and educational
sectors across the Thames Valley. The business already has several
Geesinknorba GPM IVs and Norba N3s and its new 22m³ N4 body is
mounted on a 26-tonne Mercedes Antos rear-steer chassis. Together,
this combination will deliver better fuel economy and have a positive
impact on the business’s carbon footprint. It also looks good.
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‘We like the clean-line design of the N4,’ says Select
Environmental’s Managing Director Philip Stone. ‘It is both modern and
user-friendly, and the N4 body really suits the Mercedes Antos chassis.
For us, a refuse truck is a big investment. It needs to look right, and all
the elements need to work well together. We already have another on
order for delivery in September and hope to have three by the end of
the year.’
An update on the N3, the N4 has undergone a comprehensive
redesign process. It features the best aspects of both the N3 and
Geesinknorba’s successful GPM IV body, and combines these with a
number of engineering improvements − taking into account customer
feedback and the current regulatory landscape − to deliver what
Geesinknorba’s Head of Product Management Max Hartman describes
as ‘one of the most effective and efficient RCVs ever produced’.
The fuel efficiency of the N4 was critical to its purchase by Select
and environmental considerations were high on the agenda
throughout the development process. Geesinknorba has been working
on sustainable solutions for the waste management sector since
2001, first with hybrid vehicles and then launching a fully electric RCV
in 2017. However, as UK Business Director Mick Hill explains, the
company recognises that not all its customers have the infrastructure
in place to make the shift to electric. ‘Improved environmental
performance is not just about alternative fuels, and we have worked
hard to make sure that even our diesel vehicles are as fuel efficient as
possible.’
Those modern, clean lines praised by Philip Stone of Select
Environmental are not just about aesthetics. The body of the N4 is
crafted from a single sheet of steel, which has the benefit of reducing
weight without compromising durability or stability. Upgrades to the
compaction mechanism, packer plate, and carriage plate have also
resulted in weight reduction as well as improved function. The smart
hydraulics system maximises the advantages of this lighter-weight
design through reduced energy use and reduced heat generation,
resulting in lower overall energy consumption.
Several enhancements focus on the tailgate. The total weight of the
tailgate and pressing mechanisms has been reduced and a
compaction cycle of just 16-18 seconds is one of the fastest on the
market. Together with the enlarged hopper, this makes possible a
higher payload.

The new modular
tailgate on the
N4 can be used
with any thirdparty bin lift as
well as
Geesinknorba
lifts. It reduces
vehicle
downtime, and
makes servicing
easier.

However, the main change to the tailgate has been to make it
modular, which offers fleet operators several advantages. All units are
fitted with a standardised tailgate and lifters can be bolted on to
these, offering both flexibility in the choice of bin lift and also faster
maintenance and reduced downtime. If the lift is damaged, the
entire lift can be replaced and the vehicle can be back on the road
the next day. The type of lift can also be changed during the lifetime
of the unit, and the use of standardised parts on the tailgate ensures
easy availability for service.
Any third-party bin lift can be bolted onto the N4’s tailgate. Or, like
Select’s vehicle, it can be fitted with Geesinknorba’s L200 trade bin lift.
This manually operated, single-bar lift has been redesigned to work
with the modular design of the tailgate. Fully detachable for ease of
repairs and maintenance, it is both safer and easier to use. The bin rim
lock is now independent of the tipping angle of the lifting frame and is
mechanical rather than pneumatically operated for improved safety
and reliability. The L200 also has a minimum rear overhang to
improve weight distribution, increase payload capacity, and improve
manoeuvrability.
Equal thought has gone into the processing of collections, as
environmental responsibility goes beyond fuel efficiency, wellplanned routes, and emissions reduction. Mick comments: 'How
waste is collected and what happens to it afterwards are issues of
increasing importance. There is currently a shift towards seeing waste
not as something to be disposed of, but as a potential, and
potentially valuable, resource. And council collections are becoming
increasingly segregated in an effort to improve recycling rates and
reduce landfill. This shift has been designed into the N4, which gives
operators the flexibility to adjust the compaction level depending on
the load. Ten different compaction levels can accommodate multiple
different waste streams.’
The other advantage of the new hydraulics system is that it is easy
to migrate to the company’s Li-On and Li-On Power Pro electric
technology. ‘Operators can opt for a fuel-efficient diesel now in the
knowledge that it can be converted to full electric power when they
are ready,’ says Mick.
For those that already have the infrastructure in place, the N4 is
available in hybrid and electric variants, both of which are fitted with
a state-of-the-art light and compact lithium-ion battery for clean and

quiet operation. The electric version is ideal for short urban rounds,
while the hybrid offers reduced emissions over a longer range. The
higher initial investment on these models is offset by long-term
savings.
‘Electric vehicles are cheaper to run and cheaper to maintain,’
says Mick. ‘But, if electric is not yet an option, fuel consumption in
the N4 is optimised via our telematics system, while the Smart Pack
fuel-saving system ensures the pump only needs the minimum
amount of power to load and compact waste. And less fuel means a
lower emissions profile.’
While the optimised smart hydraulics system is notable for
delivering reduced energy use, Mick says that the modifications were
also driven by a desire to make maintenance easier for customers. The
layout and routing of pipes have been adjusted to ensure they are
better protected, and fewer hoses, pipes, and couplers lessen the
chance of leaks.
‘Aesthetically, the result is a cleaner looking unit, but from a
maintenance perspective, the repositioning of hydraulic and electrical
components makes them easier and safer to access and decreases
service times.’
Meanwhile, changes in the ejection plate design have made it
easier to clean inside the body, helping to prolong the life of the unit
as a cleaner body means less chance of corrosion.
‘The Norba N4 represents best practice in RCV design,’ says Mick.
‘Everything about this vehicle was designed with the needs of the
customer in mind. It is easier and more efficient to operate, easier,
cheaper, and quicker to service, offers the ultimate flexibility in choice
of bin lift, and is also our best-looking unit yet.
‘When we started on this redesign, we had four key goals in mind:
to make the vehicle more effective, more environmentally-friendly,
more user-friendly, and more cost effective. We feel we have achieved
these and more. The N4 really is a smart investment, and the ability to
convert to electric offers customers a future-proof solution for waste
collection fleets that can help reduce emissions ahead of ever-more
stringent targets.’
And this is not the end of the N4’s journey. Geesinknorba has
further developments in the pipeline, including a narrow-track
version, which will become available in 2020.
Watch this space for more details.
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